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Abstract

Doctoral education evolves amidst changing international social and educational pressures. New programs emerge, while current programs re-evaluate educational processes. This literary meta-analysis reviewed national and international literature in order to understand what issues are currently debated within higher education. Results indicate three main categories: “Connection with Non-Doctoral Education Groups;” “Re- visioning the Doctoral Education Process;” and “Aligning Dissertation/Capstone Projects with Type of Doctoral Program.” Within the categories, eleven themes also emerged. Implications of the study include expanded understanding for new and revised doctoral programs to remain aware of the increasing influence of industry upon education, with industry remaining the main employment location for most doctoral graduates.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Introducing the Problem

Structures and andragogy of higher education continue to develop amidst national and international pressures, ranging from increasing student debt and questions regarding financial aid to movements attempting to increase civic, community, and business engagement with doctoral degree output (New England Resource Center for Higher Education, 2016; The Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship Foundation, 2005). As structure and pedagogy come under scrutiny, questions arise regarding sustainability and applicability. How will doctoral education meet the educational needs of the next generation of scholars? What changes are discussed most frequently within the education literature, and what innovations are most prominent on the educational landscape? More importantly, which changes enhance doctoral education, and which changes might provide a doctoral program an advantage over competitors?

Educational leaders ask these questions, and many more, when considering programmatic revisions, introducing a new program, or investigate solutions for problems which have emerged within a doctoral program (Lee & Danby, 2012). Often educational leaders must cull through copious amounts of texts including books, conference proceedings, articles, and non-profit or government reports in order gain a better understanding of recent discussions in the field. However, few articles provide an overview of the many discussions which occur within the broader higher education literature. The current study attempted to fill this gap through completion of a literary meta-analysis of current doctoral program and higher education literature.

1.2 Literature Review

Doctoral education has progressed through numerous changes since its development in medieval Europe in the 1200’s, when it was primarily focused on law, medicine, and theology (Nerad, 2014). During the reformation,
doctoral education was used to advance priests and church administrators using theology and law, and during the enlightenment doctoral education shifted to philosophy, humanities, and the natural sciences in an effort to create new knowledge (Nerad, 2014). According to Nerad (2014) the modern era of doctoral education and the research university emerged, with a goal of fostering research and research-based training. However, the modern era has had its own developmental phases.

Walker et al. (2008) have identified five stages within modern American doctoral education. The first stage occurred from the late 1880s through the 1930s, and was exemplified by scholars traveling to Germany, returning, and bringing the German Humboldtian educational traditions back to American when founding American doctoral programs (Kehm & Teichler, 2016; Osakwe et al., 2015; Walker et al., 2008). The Humboldtian tradition included two specific components: research and teaching, with the new American model of doctoral education attempting to unify the two. Stage two occurred post World War II, from 1940 to 1960s and has been referred to as the Golden Age of higher education (Walker et al., 2008). During this time, graduate education expanded, new doctoral schools opened at the rate of one per week, and the number of doctoral students exploded. This growth was largely funded by expanded government programs supporting research within universities, and thus doctoral education. Unfortunately, the growth did not last, and the third stage was ushered in during the 1970s. During this third stage, federal financial support receded, student populations declined, and the doctoral programs were faced with a changing social milieu (Walker et al., 2008). The choice was to promote changes within higher education or become obsolete. Changes included expanding doctoral education to older students, lower income students, and many programs became more applied, focused on solving local and national problems.

Stage four occurred as another shift occurred within higher education: diversification of the student population starting in the 1980s and 1990s (Walker et al., 2008). This meant greater numbers of women and people from diverse backgrounds. Additionally, the numbers of degree programs once again started increasing. However, the presumed aging-out of older faculty failed to materialize, which meant that many doctorates had to find other avenues of employment. Rather than entering into academia, doctoral grads in increasing numbers entered into industry and the labor force (Gokhberg, Shmatko, & Auriol, 2016; Walker et al., 2008).

According to Walker et al. (2008), the fifth stage of development within modern higher education started in the 1990s and continued through the 2000s, with increasing global competition and national organizations such as the Council of Graduate Schools (CGS) engaged in studying the current changes and offering direction through policy statements for American higher education. Whether we remain in stage five is debatable, however there appears to be a clear shift toward increasing awareness of the globalization of higher education (Gokhberg, Shmatko, & Auriol, 2016; Lee & Danby, 2012; Nerad, 2014; Nerad & Evans, 2014). As more doctorates enter into industry instead of academia, nation states recognize the impact of doctorates on Gross National Product and economic stability (Nerad & Evans, 2014). Additionally, doctorates have become increasingly mobile, moving within countries and between countries, with more international policies (such as the European Bologna Process) impacting a global understanding of higher education (Kehm, 2010; Kehm, & Teichler, 2016; Lee & Danby, 2012; Nerad & Evans, 2014). Finally, doctoral education has become increasingly tied to industry, especially considering most doctorates are how hired into industry instead of academia post-graduation (Gokhberg, Shmatko, & Auriol, 2016).

One key example of a stage five (Walker et al., 2008) development in the United States includes The Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship Foundation’s (2005) endeavor to study what the organization called The Responsive Ph.D. The foundation collaborated with 20 graduate schools, engaged in a review of recent literature on doctoral education, and discovered a set of four primary principles which undergird four primary themes. The first principle is that “the Ph.D. degree requires strong graduate schools and graduate deans with real budgets and real scope—a far stronger central administrative structure than typically exists at present” (p. 4). Thus, it would be imperative to strengthen the graduate school structure, placing it at the center of a research institution. The second principle is that “the doctorate...will benefit enormously by a continuing interchange with the worlds beyond academia. The doctorate needs to be opened to the world and to engage social challenges more generously” (p. 5). This interchange comes through dialogue and partnerships with government, businesses, cultural institutions, and non-profits. The third principle is that doctoral education must engage the “breadth of the populace” (p. 7). This principle emphasizes the need to engage people from all backgrounds and cultures, which may require supporting education (and encourage later pursuit of doctoral education) in non-traditional educational institutions (such as community colleges) and within culturally diverse populations. The fourth and final principle is that doctoral education must be assessed in a coherent way which attaches specific benefits, and consequences, to specific outcomes. Stronger assessment of outcomes will promote stronger academic excellence as seen through a larger social and community impact of doctoral education.
These four principles stand behind four main themes generated by The Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship Foundation (2005). First, a Responsive Ph.D. engages new “partnerships with constituents both within and beyond the university” (p. 12). This effectively means doctoral programs collaborating with all levels of education starting with K-12, as well as leaders in government, business, and cultural institutions. Second, a Responsive Ph.D. engages new paradigms of doctoral education, engaging innovation and opening traditionally closed structures. “In doctoral education, a person on fire with an interest gets the go-ahead to take that interest to its limit, to engage with mastery and seek to make our world more habitable and rich” (p. 15). This exploration may include transdisciplinary work, in addition to collaboration with institutions beyond the academic setting. Third, a Responsive Ph.D. engages new practices and, specifically, teaching and service, “which really mean the application of expertise in the broader society” (p. 17). The application may come in the form of practical application of knowledge, but it also comes in the form of structures in the doctoral program which promote learning the art of teaching. Fourth, a Responsive Ph.D. engages new people. Traditionally, individuals of color, disability, or lower socioeconomic standing have not been encouraged, en mass, to attend graduate school nor provided the resources to succeed. The Responsive Ph.D. encourages the democratization of doctoral education.

For example, service learning is a “pedagogical technique combining academic learning with community service” (Martin, 2015). In a service learning model, students engage community groups and businesses outside of the school in order to further the educational process. Service learning may also benefit the business or organization through the innovative ideas and youthful energy brought by the students. This approach also connects school, community, business, and organization constituents, introduces students to diverse populations, and encourages practical application of course room learning all while building student skills. Service learning continues to expand in the educational domain and is used especially within business and marketing disciplines (Martin, 2015). For business and marketing programs in particular, service learning is viewed as an antidote to current problems within the fields by providing “reality, reflection, reciprocity, and responsibility” (p. 111). Service learning also helps fill community needs by placing masters and doctoral students within community organizations, which may be particularly helpful within non-profit organizations which may have few resources to hire specialists within the business and marketing domains. Martin (2015) indicates it is clear that service learning is growing in popularity within academia; however, the value may yet be underappreciated. It is also unknown how service learning has been applied specifically within doctoral programs. Finally, it is important to note that service learning, while not unique to doctoral education, is clearly related to The Responsive PhD’s first theme, that of engaging constituents outside of doctoral education.

1.3 Problem Statement, Significance, and Research Question

Clearly the field has continued to develop since the 2005 publication of The Responsive Ph.D. It remains unclear, however, what the different influential factors may be, nationally and internationally, or what the current literary discussion landscape looks like, with regard to higher education. For those in leadership positions, administering doctoral education, planning revisions to current programs, or creating new programs proceeding without awareness of current trends could be detrimental, if not fatal, to the programs especially in an era of increasing portability and international program enrollment. This literary analysis, targeting published literature focused on higher education (Ph.D., Ed.D., DBA, DNP, etc.), provides an overview of that landscape and thus provides a better understanding of some of the key topics under discussion within higher education.

2. Method

This meta-analytic study investigated current trends in doctoral education. The purpose was to expand awareness of current discussions at the national and international levels in higher education, establish a set of themes present in current doctoral education literature, and report on these current trends. Knowing the current trends in doctoral education literature allows further flexible, innovative development of doctoral education which (a) meets the high standards expounded in The Responsive Ph.D. and Martin’s (2015) Service Learning, while also (b) meeting the unique needs of a diverse set of students, including those who are already working in the marketplace. The results will be directly applicable to current or new doctoral programs which wish to remain on the forefront of educational pedagogy.

This study utilized a literature review meta-analysis. The literature review included literature written in the past 10 years (with a few exceptions where literature led to topical discussions dating back 15 years, which this author felt compelled to include for a better understanding of the full discussion), with selection criteria focused on: (a) doctoral education pedagogy; (b) doctoral education options regarding capstone or dissertation project structures; (c) innovations in community-business-doctoral education relationship development; (d) education structures focused on the working professional; (e) accrediting agency standards for doctoral education; (f) accreditation agency
conference presentations and publications regarding doctoral education; and (g) accreditation agency conference presentations and publications on meeting unique needs of the working professional.

To establish a list of resources, a ‘seed’ metaphor was used. In this case, the seed metaphor is similar to snowball sampling used in human subjects research, where one participant refers two others, and those two refer two more, growing into a larger participant population. Several key texts were collected, and from these initial ‘seeds’ a fuller literature base was grown. Those sources which emerged from the initial ‘seeds’ included literature from organizations discussed within the texts, references used within the texts, and library database searches based on text discussions. The initial ‘seed’ literature included three books and 10 articles (Appendix A). This ‘seed’ developed into seven main books and over 50 articles, conference proceedings, national and international organization reports, and accreditation websites (Appendix B).

Literature was reviewed for prominent themes using structural, in vivo, and evaluation coding (Saldana, 2009). Established themes were further refined through successive, iterative coding. 34 codes were then mapped using an online mind-mapping program, allowing for development of major categories and exploration of relationships between categories and specific themes. The mind-map, key categories, and themes were further refined into three main categories with 11 main themes.

3. Results

Three main categories and 11 primary themes emerged from the literary meta-analysis. The three main categories were: “Connection with Non-Doctoral Education Groups;” “Re-visioning the Doctoral Education Process;” and “Aligning Dissertation/Capstone Projects with Type of Doctoral Program.” Within each category, a number of themes demonstrated the topics found within current literature and ongoing discussions regarding doctoral education. Finally, a bi-directional reciprocal impact was noticed between each category, with each category demonstrating influence upon each other category. Visually this may be depicted as a triangle, with a category at each apex, and bi-directional arrows between each apex (Figure 1).

![Figure 1. Main Emergent Categories of Literary Meta-analysis](image)

3.1 Emphasis on Connections Outside the Graduate Program

As noted in the introduction to this paper, even within The Responsive Ph.D. there was a recognition of the need to enhance connections beyond the graduate program. The call for increased connections continues. The first category in the present study’s findings, Connection with Non-Doctoral Education Groups, demonstrates continued discussion of how to achieve the best possible interactions between doctoral programs and other constituents. Graduate programs are encouraged to reach out to local, state, national, and international organizations including community, non-profit, business, and government organizations. These relationships may be more or less formal, may offer potential placement opportunities for graduates, could increase dialogue around graduate readiness for professional
placement (thus influencing graduate program and curriculum), and may even provide funding opportunities. In Australia Cooperative Research Centres [sic], organizations created to connect university, industry, and the government, have existed for decades and offered doctoral students government funding, a liminal space to transact university and business relationships, space for integration of multiple domains of knowledge, and opportunities for practical professional application of knowledge in the world (Adkins, Summerville, Danby, & Matthews, 2012). Connections may also include other graduate programs, particularly when cross-disciplinary or multi-mentoring situations arise (Walker, Golde, Jones, Conklin Bueschel, & Hutchings, 2008).

The four main themes, representative of discussions within extant literature, which emerged within this category pertain to the types of organizations with which doctoral programs might connect. They are connections with (a) government organizations, (b) non-profit organizations, (c) business and industry, and (d) community organizations. The connections between doctoral programs and these external groups are acknowledged as potential career pathways for graduates (Gokhberg, Shmatko, & Auriol, 2016). In some cases, doctoral graduates are already embedded within an industry, and seeking a doctorate to advance knowledge, skills, and job placement. In other cases, graduate students may enter the named industry either to complete a doctoral capstone project or enter upon graduation, if not before, as an employee. Alternatively, doctoral grads may work in one domain, such as education, and later move domains by entering the business or government sectors (Gokhberg, Shmatko, & Auriol, 2016). Additionally, another major topic of conversation within the literature was that generating relationships with organizations in turn influenced the doctoral programs by providing necessary input regarding the needs of the industry, current research needs, current industry-specific skills required upon graduation, and information on the application of academic theory and models.

3.2 Re-visioning the Doctoral Educational Process

A number of themes arose within the broader category of Re-visioning the Doctoral Educational Process. Those themes included: (a) teaching teaching, (b) collaborative learning, (c) creating an intellectual community, (d) pedagogy of research, (e) multi-mentoring relationship/team supervision, and (f) disciplinarity versus interdisciplinarity. It is widely recognized that doctoral education is shifting, particularly as governments, accreditation agencies, and research organizations deepen their assessment of the effectiveness of doctoral education. For example, the Council of Graduate Schools continues to release studies of different aspects of graduate education, including the shifting patterns of doctoral education. In their December 7–9, 2016 conference, topics included the future of the dissertation, the role of mentoring in graduate education, lessons from business-school partnerships, and creating solid online graduate programs.

Regarding the first theme, teaching teaching, the Carnegie Foundation study on graduate education uncovered a clear support for efforts toward shifting doctoral education so that it enhances the teaching of the teaching process itself (Walker, Golde, Jones, Bueschel, & Hutchings, 2008). These efforts arose out of growing awareness that doctoral graduates were not obtaining the teaching skills required in today’s market. The teaching of teaching (skills) may include courses on pedagogy as well as increased opportunities for graduate students to engage in the teaching process (such as teaching undergraduate courses) while receiving feedback on syllabi, course interactions, and teaching technologies (Walker, Golde, Jones, Conklin Bueschel, & Hutchings, 2008).

Regarding the remaining themes, a number of sources supported collaborative learning, wherein students engaged in the larger learning community. Engagement with peers, faculty, and other department members was reported to deepen and enhance knowledge of the discipline and engage cross-discipline dialogue. Similarly, multi-mentor relationship or team supervision of doctoral students (and their research) was felt to enhance graduate student experiences, providing more consistent support for students, possibly decrease time to completion, and engage the student in cross-discipline discussion and application. However, there were still concerns that multiple mentors could lead to communication problems (cross-talk, pitting faculty against each other, overburdening the student and faculty, mixed messages regarding content and methods, etcetera) and may be viewed by more traditional faculty as usurping of their role as mentor to an apprentice. However, together multi-mentoring relationships and collaborative learning were thought to help establish another important aspect of emerging doctoral paradigms: the intellectual community.

Two final themes in this domain were encouraging a pedagogy of research and disciplinarity versus interdisciplinarity. A pedagogy of research (Walker, Golde, Jones, Conklin Bueschel, & Hutchings, 2008) is an approach wherein the research endeavor is taught at all levels of graduate education, and not simply within research courses. For example, the research process may be broadly defined as finding a gap in understanding or defining a research problem, establishing a research question, determining a method of answering the question, collecting data or information, and coming to a conclusion about the question under investigation. This process could be replicated...
at a singular class level by starting a class (or even one particular day’s topic) with definition of a gap in student understanding, reiteration of what the students need to know to fill that gap, covering the content, and discussion of the content (data) which answers the main question at hand. Similarly, an entire course could be construed in the same way, with the definition of a larger question (the topic for the course), review of what the students will need to know (what data they need to collect) to answer that question (which is ultimately the weekly class content), and then a summary at the end of the course to integrate the ‘data’ into a coherent explanation of the initial question. When used overtly, students see how the research process can be applied to many settings, and nurtures students to conceptualize problem formation and solution within a research process paradigm.

The final theme of disciplinarity versus interdisciplinarity is one which arose often, and with much debate. Some graduate faculty support creating a solid foundation within a single discipline, which can then be used widely to engage other settings or disciplines. However, increasingly literature is discussing the inherent interdisciplinarity when graduate students engage real-world problems. Sugimoto (Council of Graduate Schools, 2016) reports that graduate students are increasingly engaging scientific endeavors in heterogeneous settings outside of academia, leading to growing interdisciplinarity. She supported the position that dissertations (or capstone projects) should prepare students for interdisciplinarity, rather than impose strict adherence to academia-focused disciplinary structures. Similarly, the Carnegie Institute reported that integrative learning helps graduate researchers “make connections across settings and over time—from one course to another, from one discipline to another, between the classroom and community settings, and among the domains of teaching, research, and academic service” (Huber & Hutchings, 2004; as cited in Walker, Golde, Jones, Conklin Bueschel, & Hutchings, 2008, p. 76).

3.3 Aligning Dissertations and Capstones with Type of Doctoral Program

The themes within this domain, Aligning Dissertations and Capstones with Type of Doctoral Program, largely relate to the overarching expansion of doctoral education to increasingly and overtly include a Boyer domain of Discovery plus Application (Boyer, 1996; Osakwe, Keavey, Uzoka, Fedoruk, & Osuji, 2015). Traditional dissertations within the sciences have focused on the Boyer domain of Discovery, which involves the search for new knowledge and sharing that knowledge through traditional publication and presentation routes. Current literature, however, challenges the sole focus of research on discovery and appears to encourage recognition of research Application as well (as is found in practitioner-oriented doctoral degrees). In Boyer’s model, Application refers to discovering ways that new knowledge can be put to work in the world, solving real world problems.

Related to a revisioning of doctoral education across the Boyer domains, there is also increasing recognition of the many types of doctoral programs. Often a ‘doctoral’ program is equated with obtaining a Doctor of Philosophy, or Ph.D. However, there is a long history of other doctoral degrees such as the M.D., J.D., and Ed.D. Higher education has continued to develop doctoral degrees, with more recent additions of doctorates in nursing and business, for example. Kehm and Teichler (2016), when reviewing doctoral programs around the globe, noted nine general categories of doctorates: the research doctorate, the taught doctorate, Ph.D. By published work, the professional doctorate, the practice-based doctorate, the ‘new’ doctorate, two models of joint doctorate, the cooperative doctorate, and the industrial doctorate (see pp. 16-23). A problem arises, though, when the doctorates are held in the same research-focus as the Ph.D., which uniquely emphasizes research and research methodology. This creates a conflict, as the non-research-Ph.D. doctorates are most often practitioner or profession focused, with the goal of building experts who can practice within a specific industry. Therefore, discussion continues regard the alignment between the doctoral capstone project, most often a dissertation, and the expected program outcomes within the practitioner doctoral programs. Thus, a main category within discussing dissertations and capstones is the alignment between capstone or dissertation projects and the doctoral program. The themes in this category are: practice-based output; alternative models for dissertations and capstone projects; and engagement in the world.

Practice-based output includes dissertation and capstone projects which go beyond traditional research housed primarily within an educational institution. These projects may include action research projects within organizations aimed at helping facilitate organization change, creation and execution of business plans or project management plans, or professional practice projects focused on efficacy studies in nursing, therapy, or other helping professions. While traditional research has its value, with increasing collaboration between graduate schools and community organizations, businesses, non-profits, and government organizations, questions arise as to how the dissertation project might better adjust to these emerging relationships and position the graduate for engagement in the professional world. Practice-based output appears to be one answer to the question.

A second answer is found within the second, related, sub-theme of alternative models of dissertation and capstone projects. Rather than creating a singular, book-length written document, students might be encouraged to create more
profession-appropriate output. Sugimoto’s (CGS, 2016) call to action can again be heard here: Ph.D. graduates are increasingly asked to publish in collaborative, peer-reviewed articles or to create industry-specific content. The book-length dissertation is increasingly misaligned with teaching graduates for this future work, and thus use of the dissertation as a demonstration of professional output is increasingly outdated. Alternative models may include publication of multiple peer-reviewed articles, engagement in collaborative research outputs, creation of pertinent business documents (organizational analysis, business plans, etc.), or creation of innovative programs to help individuals and communities solve today’s problems, to name a few. The point is to break the mold of the traditional dissertation and open up options for alignment of graduate school output with real-world problems and real-world solutions which have practical application.

The third theme follows suit: engagement with the world. This theme is related to application of knowledge in the world. For over a century and a half American graduate education in architecture has struggled with the issue of knowledge about architecture or knowledge of (or within) architecture (Rice & Matthews, 2012). The essential argument is, does a graduate know, objectively, the theory of architecture, or can the graduate actually engage in the practice of architecture. Professional doctoral programs invariably struggle with a similar dilemma: knowledge about, or knowledge in. Capstone projects must demonstrate the ability to practice within a professional domain, and thus need to be aligned for that assessment process. Engagement with the world also encompasses translational skills. Graduate students must be able to communicate professionally with both the academy and the professional domain (nursing, counseling, education, business administration). Thus, it is important to create a capstone project which further develops and displays (for assessment) these translational skills.

Another aspect of this theme is that of enacted knowledge. Just as translational skills are necessary, professional or industry skills are often required. For those remaining in academic settings, industry skills relate to typical research skills of literature review, writing of lengthy documents, analysis of data, and contextualizing data analysis within discipline-specific discussions. However, with doctorates increasingly employed outside of academic settings, professional or industry skills may transcend traditional skills to include managing research or working groups, managing budgets, communicating across numerous contexts including social media, working with increasingly diverse populations, and engaging both national and international organizations and peoples. Thus, non-traditional dissertations or capstone projects could be aligned to demonstrate these additional professional skills.

4. Conclusion
This meta-analysis, while completed at this point and time, is far from over, and the above categories and themes should be considered dynamic. They will undoubtedly shift as discussion of doctoral education, much like doctoral education itself, continues to evolve and develop. Overt discussions are now held regarding assessment of current doctoral educational practices, and how we might change both assessment and andragogical practices. In no instance have I discovered an author who proposed doctoral education should remain the same, with the same style of dissertation, same structure of apprenticeship, and same style of diffused leadership within doctoral programs. Clearly opportunities are arising for further defining doctoral education, including doctoral education for the professional doctorate.

4.1 Limitations
As with all research, the present study was hampered by several limitations. First, this study was restricted by budget and time. With funding, more researchers, or more time many more resources could have been reviewed providing an even clearer picture of the ongoing dialogue occurring within higher education. Even so, this research was able to reach a point of saturation, where new articles provided little new by way of categories of discussion, often fitting within the framework established by the current analysis. Second, collection of materials and analysis occurred between August 2016 and September of 2017. Materials may have been published during this time, or since, which could change the outcome of this meta-analysis. Third, the analysis could have been influenced by the researcher’s own bias. I have worked within doctoral education for 20 years, have taught in doctoral programs for 11 years, and been an administrator in doctoral programs for a combined 4 years. I have worked in non-profit and for-profit education and am currently an administrator in a for-profit institution which is primarily practitioner-oriented. These personal experiences may have influenced the lenses utilized for data analysis. However, this potential bias also provides a unique insight into ongoing discussions within higher education (Moustakas, 1990).

4.2 Future Research
Because higher education continues to face a variety of challenges, from loss of federal student loan payback opportunities to increasing numbers of doctoral programs and increasing global mobility of student populations, the
literature discussing doctoral education should be continually monitored. Future research may wish to identify specific discussions which are occurring within specific types of doctoral programs. For example, while this study included articles on all doctoral programs, the types of discussions occurring within business doctoral programs may be quite different from discussions occurring within physics programs. Similarly, discussions may be different between hard-science Ph.D. programs and the social science Ed.D. programs. Finally, future research may wish to devote additional resources to developing a catalog of type of material reviewed (organization reports, government reports, studies on capstone projects, books reporting non-profit initiatives, accreditation agency materials, etcetera), topics under discussion, conclusions from the material, and implications for doctoral education. Ideally, the research would include more funding and increased numbers of researchers working jointly in order to reduce potential bias and increase number of materials which may be reviewed (as occurred within The Responsive Ph.D. project within which this article started).
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